
Very Short Introductions: The Perfect Way to
Learn About Anything
Very Short s are concise and accessible books that provide a stimulating
and thought-provoking to a wide range of topics, from ancient philosophy to
modern art. Written by experts in their fields, these books are perfect for
anyone who wants to learn more about the world around them.
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With over 600 titles in print, there is a Very Short for everyone. Whether
you're interested in history, science, philosophy, or art, you're sure to find a
book that will pique your interest.

Very Short s are perfect for:

Students who want to supplement their studies

Adults who want to learn more about a particular topic
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Anyone who wants to broaden their horizons

With their clear and concise writing style, Very Short s are easy to read and
understand. They're also packed with information, so you'll learn a lot in a
short amount of time.

If you're looking for a way to learn more about the world around you, Very
Short s are the perfect place to start.

Here are some of the most popular Very Short s:

A Very Short to Philosophy

A Very Short to Art History

A Very Short to History

A Very Short to Science

A Very Short to Economics

With so many topics to choose from, you're sure to find a Very Short that's
perfect for you.

So what are you waiting for? Start learning today!
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